ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a novel distributed digital transmission framework for two jointly sparse correlated signals. First, the non-zero coefficients of each signal are quantized by a standard quantizer or a novel distributed quantizer, as appropriate. Then, these quantized values are mapped to the elements of a finite field, except 0, while the zero coefficients are mapped to 0. Subsequently, compressed sensing over finite fields is applied to obtain measurements. We name such an order first quantization then compressed sensing. The two measurement signals are then converted to bit sequences, modulated, and transmitted through separate additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels. At the central receiver, which has access to both channels, following demodulation, an innovative joint belief propagation (JBP) algorithm is performed for joint recovery. In this algorithm, we introduce a new type of constraint node, i.e., correlation constraint nodes, which connect two factor graphs that separately represent the CS encoding matrix of each signal. The experimental results prove that under the same framework the proposed scheme provides significant performance improvements compared to the scheme that ignores the correlated information between jointly sparse signals, especially when the correlation coefficient is high. Then, to answer the question of which order is better, we construct the first compressed sensing, then quantization framework, for fairness, two cutting edge jointly greedy pursuit algorithms are separately adopted at the joint decoder. Through simulations, we validate that the proposed framework provides more effective and robust transmissions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theory states that to achieve a perfect reconstruction, the sampling rate of a signal should be at least twice as high as the bandwidth of a signal. However, it is energy-wasteful to fulfill this condition when too many samples must be collected and transmitted, especially in some energy-constrained applications, such as those involving wireless sensor networks (WSNs). In such contexts, compressive sensing (CS), which unifies sampling and compression, has been enthusiastically promoted and studied [1] , [2] .
A. COMPRESSIVE SENSING CS theory states that if a signal X of length N is sufficiently sparse in a certain domain; that is X = θ and θ 0 = K , The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Filbert Juwono.
K N , where ∈ R N ×N is an orthogonal basis and θ ∈ R N , it can be decoded from a random measurement vector Y = X, the length M of which is much smaller than N . Herein is called a measurement matrix or sensing matrix. In this paper, we assume is an identity matrix. In other words, X itself is sparse.
The prior knowledge of sparsity in X enables to recover (decode) X given and Y. Recovery is performed through an optimization problem, which searches for the sparsest X that agrees with the measurements Y. Then, X is the solution to the 0 minimization:
Unfortunately, solving this 0 optimization is NP-complete.
It is revealed that a computationally tractable optimization problem achieves an equivalent solution as long as satisfies the so-called restricted isometry property(RIP) with a constant coefficient. Such a problem is called 1 minimization:
also known as basis pursuit [3] , which in general requires high computational complexities if is chosen as a dense Gaussian matrix. Recently, to solve the relaxed version of basis pursuit, [4] proposed a re-weighted 1 soft thresholding technique while [5] introduced a novel alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM). These algorithms are both low complex. On the other hand, iterative-greedypursuit recovery algorithms were proposed to reduce the time complexities of traditional 1 optimization problems. Examples of such algorithms include orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [6] , subspace pursuit (SP) [7] and multipath matching pursuit [8] . The main principle of iterative greedy algorithms is that they provide an approximation to the solution by making locally optimal choices at each step.
Ji et al. [9] considered the inversion of compressive measurements from a Bayesian perspective and adopted relevance vector machines for signal estimation. The ideas were then extended by Seeger and Nickisch [10] to an experimental design. To alleviate the time loss caused by encoding with a dense sensing matrix, Baron et al. developed a sparse encoder matrix (LDPC-like matrices) and a belief propagation (BP) decoder under the Bayesian framework [11] . They used a two-state mixture Gaussian model as a prior for sparse signals, and the messages passing in the factor graph were sampled probability density functions. We also use sparse encoding matrices in this paper. In [12] , the approximate message passing (AMP) algorithm that used Laplacian priors and approximates the messages by Gaussian densities was proposed and the measurement matrices were random Gaussian/Bernoulli ones.
B. QUANTIZATION ON CS MEASUREMENTS
As CS measurements are real-valued, they must be quantized and coded into a finite-resolution representation before transmission or storage in the real world, as pointed out in [13] . Two 1 -regularized methods were proposed to estimate a sparse signal from a set of quantized, Gaussian noise corrupted measurements in [14] . In [15] , the limiting case of 1-bit measurements, which retained only the signs of measurements, was considered. And 1 optimization scheme is utilized for recovery. In [16] , [17] , the rate-distortion performance of CS was proved to be inferior if a uniform scalar quantizer was used. As a result, some work has been proposed to alleviate the loss. The common CS recovery algorithms were modified to take into account quantized measurements in [18] . Reference [19] investigated how much the performance of CS can approach that of an adaptive encoding scheme by a binned quantization strategy. However, their decoding algorithm has overly high complexity to be applied in the real world. Later, [20] proposed a progressive fixed-length coded uniform scalar quantization with binning for CS measurements in image-compression applications.
Reference [21] designed a new algorithm for lossy source coding of sparse signals on the basis of the analysis-bysynthesis principle. Recently, a novel linear programming method was introduced in [22] to tackle sparse reconstruction problems for the case that both predictors and measurements are quantized. Therein, theoretical guarantees of robustness were proved as well.
C. DISTRIBUTED COMPRESSED SENSING
Multi-sparse signal ensembles must be dealt with in many applications. [23] proposed a new concept, joint sparsity, to model some shared structure among these signals. An architecture called distributed compressed sensing (DCS), which consists of separate CS encoders and a joint CS decoder, along with three different joint sparsity models (JSMs), was designed. In JSM-1, each signal consists of a sum of two components: a common component shared by all the signals and an innovation component that is unique to each signal. In JSM-2, all signals share a common sparse support, but with different coefficients. JSM-3 is an extension of JSM-1, so that the common component is no longer sparse. DCS was further generalized in [24] . The authors argued an analogy between DCS and Slepian-Wolf coding [25] and characterized theoretically and empirically the minimum number of measurements per signal required for accurate reconstruction. While [23] , [24] overlooked the lossy coding problem, focusing on JSM-1, [26] studied the best achievable asymptotic rate distortion performance of DCS with a uniform scalar quantizer and entropy coding. In practice, simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit (SOMP) was introduced in [27] for JSM-2. In [28] , dealing with a noisy version of joint sparse signals, the authors presented two new iterativegreedy-pursuit algorithms named joint orthogonal matching pursuit (JOMP) and joint subspace pursuit (JSP). The experimental results showed that significant performance improvements could be obtained compared to regular algorithms without exploiting the joint sparsity. While the measurements of signal ensemble are reconstructed jointly in a central node in [4] , [5] , [28] and [29] investigated the de-centralized case in a connected network. Specifically, a re-weighted 1 soft thresholding technique that concerns JSM-2, was proposed for constrained networks in [4] , and a distributed version of alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) was introduced for in-network recovery in terms of JSM-1 in [5] . In [30] , [31] , the authors applied message passing in the recovery of jointly sparse signals.
D. CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, we consider a jointly sparse correlated signals model that is a sub-case of JSM-2. Specifically, all sparse signals share common sparse support, but with different nonzero coefficients. In addition, the non-zero coefficients from different signals are correlated with correlation coefficients ρ. Obviously, when ρ = 0, the proposed signal ensemble model degenerates to JSM-2. Targeting such signals, we designed a VOLUME 7, 2019 distributed framework which includes separate encoders and a joint decoder.
At the transmitter, different from most existing works, which focused on quantization of real-valued measurements, we first quantize the signals, map the quantized values onto a finite field, and then perform CS encoding over finite fields. Finally, the measurement signals are modulated, and transmitted through separate AWGN channels. Placing quantization before CS makes it easier to model the correlated information of quantized values. Such information could be applied in the factor graphs of belief propagation algorithms. Also, in such an order, performing CS over finite fields is possible for analogous sparse signals. Then sparse measurement matrices, such as LDPC matrices can be adopted. Moreover, at the decoder, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) can be used. Both of them would reduce time complexities.
Although in [32] , the authors also proposed a ''quantizethen-measure'' system, their work is different from ours in the following aspects. First and most importantly, they focused on the Slepian-Wolf setting [25] , which means one of two signals is completely known at the receiver for the recovery of another signal. In addition, no channel noises were considered for both signals. Second, their source signals followed the JSM-1 without regard for correlated information. Finally, in [32] , the quantized values themselves were compressively sensed by the measurement matrix that is an i.i.d integer matrix with Rademacher distributed entries, while in our work a sparse matrix was used. CS over finite alphabets was first considered in [33] . The authors established connections between CS and lossless source coding in the case of no measurement noise, and modified channel coding in the case of measurement noise from the perspective of error exponents. Seong et al. derived sufficient and necessary conditions for CS over finite fields in terms of N , M , K , and field size Q in [34] . In [35] , the authors developed an algebraic framework for CS so that a bridge between the areas of coding theory and compressive sensing is constructed. While [35] focused on the construction of a measurement matrix, [36] incorporated discrete values prior into basis pursuit to perform the recovery of finite-valued sparse signals.
At the central receiver, following demodulation, a novel algorithm, joint belief propagation (JBP), which operates message passing for joint recovery, is applied on the received signals over finite fields. In JBP, by adopting a new type of constraint nodes, i.e., correlation constraint nodes, two factor graphs that separately represent the CS encoding matrix of each signal are connected. The messages along the edges represent the exact marginal probabilities of variable nodes. The connection between message passing and DCS is investigated in [30] and [31] as well. In [30] , for recovery of signals with the same sparsity profiles, the authors used a kind of variable nodes, named hyperparameter variable nodes (HVN), to realize the message interchange between two factor graphs. They modeled noisy measurements of a strictly sparse signal approximately by noiseless measurements of an approximately sparse signal. The sparsity promoting priors of such approximately sparse signals was a two-state mixture Gaussian the same as the model in [11] . To ensure the effectiveness of the model, the variances of the noises are restricted, which limits the application of the model. Moreover, the messages interchanged through HVN are about the state information of source symbols. Comparatively, in our work, the messages interchanged are about the exact values of source symbols. In [31] , AMP algorithm was extended to solve the multiple measurement vector (MMV) problem while temporal correlations in the amplitudes of non-zero coefficients were exploited. Overall, both [30] and [31] utilized a dense measurement matrix and performed CS over a real field, while the scheme proposed herein adopts a sparse sensing matrix and performs CS over a finite field. Furthermore, the prior signal models are different.
First, our experimental results prove the significant performance enhancement of the proposed scheme compared with the one applying a regular BP algorithm. Second, we would like to verify which order is better while the total bits transmitted through the channel are fixed, i.e., ''quantization first and then compressed sensing'' or ''compressed sensing first and then quantization.'' We set up the latter framework for comparison. In such a framework, to protect the information bits against noises in channels, parity bits are added at the transmitter. At the central receiver, following the channel decoder and quantization decoder, two kinds of joint CS recovery mechanisms, SOMP [27] and JSP [28] , are executed on the noisy measurements. It is demonstrated that the framework we propose is more efficient and robust to varying channels. It is interesting to note that our ''quantization first and then compressed sensing'' framework resembles joint source channel coding in which CS and channel coding are achieved jointly by adopting a LDPC matrix as the sensing matrix. Comparatively, the ''compressed sensing first and then quantization'' framework resembles separate source and channel coding as CS and channel coding blocks are separated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we define our signal ensemble model and describe the entire framework we designed. In Section III, we present the comparison between the necessary conditions for recovery of sparse signals over finite fields with and without side information. In Section IV, we illustrate the design of quantizers adopted. Then, the JBP algorithm is described. The performance of our scheme is demonstrated numerically in Section V, and we present our conclusions in Section VI.
E. NOTATIONS
Scalar random variables are denoted by upper-case letters, while their realizations are denoted by the corresponding lower-case letters. Random vectors are represented by boldface characters. We use capital Greek letters to denote matrices, calligraphic characters to denote sets, and blackboard bold characters to denote mapping functions. |·| denotes the size of the set. E is used to denote the expectation operator. 
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SYSTEM MODEL A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a sensor network with a set of nodes J , in which there are a total of J = |J | nodes. Each node j ∈ J observes a K -sparse signal S j ; in other words, S j 0 = K . S j ∈ R N represents a time series of N observation recordings with N − K zero values and K non-zero values. Moreover, all sparse signals share common sparse support ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N } and | | = K , which is similar to JSM-2. In this work, we consider the case in which the magnitudes of these K non-zero coefficients are identically and independently drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance 1.
The measurement signals with much shorter lengths are collected by CS encoders at different nodes and transmitted to the central node. At the central node, the received signals are paired off, then a joint decoder is performed for each pair of signals whose correlated information is modeled as follows. Without loss of generality, we name such a pair of signals as (S 1 , S 2 ). Assuming |ρ| < 1, we have
), where σ 2 N g = 1 − ρ 2 . Herein, j ∈ {1, 2} denotes the jth signal and j c = {1, 2}\j. In other words, the covariance matrix for each Gaussian source pair (S 1,i , S 2,i ), i ∈ , can be described as
The difference between JSM-2 and the proposed model is that we consider the correlations between non-zero coefficients of these signals at the same positions. Obviously, when ρ = 0, our model is exactly JSM-2. An example of real-world signal ensembles that fit such a model is the one collected in a cognitive radio network [37] , [38] . In such a scenario, each secondary user (SU) senses the frequency bands occupied by the primary users. As a result, they sense common parts of the frequency band [39] , [40] . Moreover, the amplitudes of the occupied frequency band sensed by different SUs could be different but probably correlated. We model the correlation coefficient by ρ. Subsequently, all measurement signals after CS encoding are transmitted separately to the fusion center (FC) that will find the spectrum properties for each SU by joint recovery.
B. SYSTEM MODEL
The overall model we propose is shown as Fig. 1 . In detail, each non-zero scalar coefficient of signal S j , denoted by
is quantized to I j,i by a scalar quantizer that is defined as a mapping Q : R → I, such that
where I is the finite set of quantization values.
Next, through a one-to-one mapping F : I → Q, the quantized non-zero coefficients are mapped to corresponding values in a finite alphabet set Q = {0, 1, . . . , Q − 1}, except 0, where Q = 2 p , p ∈ Z and Z is the set of positive integers. Meanwhile, those zero coefficients of S j are mapped to 0. In other words, X j , the output of the mapping F, consists of scalar coefficients X j,i and
Finally, CS is applied on X j to obtain the corresponding measurement signal Y j . For fast encoding and decoding, here we adopt a sparse low-density parity-check (LDPC) matrix generated by Gallager's approach in [41] to be j . Specifically, the LDPC matrix j possesses the following features: 1) The row weight d c and the column weight d v are fixed; 2) the non-zero elements of j are uniformly generated from the finite alphabet set Q without 0; 3) the matrix is divided into d v submatrices, each containing a single nonzero element, e ∈ Q\0 in each column and e is chosen from Q\0 uniformly; 4) the ith row of the first sub-matrix contains (e ∈ Q\0)'s in columns ((i−1)d c +1) to id c and the rest of the sub-matrices are column permutations of the first sub-matrix.
The size of j is M × N . Then, the M -long measurement signal Y j is obtained by
Note that addition and multiplication are mod-Q so all operations are in GF(Q).
Y j is then converted to a binary sequence, modulated by the BPSK method, and transmitted through an AWGN channel with noise
Note that W 1 and W 2 are mutually independent. VOLUME 7, 2019 At the central receiver, after BPSK demodulation and converting back from the binary version, we obtain the observationsŶ 1 andŶ 2 over finite fields. They are jointly utilized by JBP to find the estimatesX 1 andX 2 . Through mappinĝ X j toÎ j by F −1 and subsequently mappingÎ i toŜ i by the quantization decoder D, S i is recovered asŜ i . Our interest is in the average value of the normalized mean-square error; that is, NMSE = 1 2 2 j=1 NMSE S j . The detailed form of NMSE S is given in Section V.
III. COMPARISONS BETWEEN NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR RECOVERY OF SPARSE SIGNALS OVER FINITE FIELDS WITH AND WITHOUT SIDE INFORMATION AT THE RECEIVER
In this section, we derive the necessary conditions for recovery of sparse signals over finite fields with and without side information at the receiver. It is proved that if we know X 2 at the decoder that is,X 2 = X 2 , the necessary number of M 1 for recovery of X 1 is less than the case without such side information. Note that such a setting is similar to WynerZiv setting [42] in distributed source coding. The framework we propose in this paper is actually more like Berger-Tung setting [43] , since in the proposed scheme bothX 1 = X 1 and X 2 = X 2 at the decoder. However, it is difficult to derive the necessary conditions for such a setting. As a result, we turn to the simpler case when X 2 is known at the decoder and make the comparison with the non-distributed scenario.
The analysis is based on the derivation of conditional probability Pr[err|(X 1 , X 2 ), W 1 ] in the manner similar to [33] , where Pr[err] = Pr(X 1 =X 1 ). Hereafter, the sparsity rate is denoted as γ K N . When there is side information X 2 at the receiver,
The derivations of Eq. (1) and the meaning of A are deferred to the Appendix. H * (X 1 ) denotes the minimum possible entropy ofX 1 . Herein, we just need to know that A denotes a real value in (0, 1). The conditional probability Pr err|(X 1 , X 2 , W 1 ) is strictly less than 1 if
When there is no side information at the receiver,
The derivation of Eq. (3) is similar to that of [33] . The conditional probability Pr err|(X 1 , W 1 ) is strictly less
The numerator of the right-hand side of Eq. (4) equals the numerator of the right-hand side of Eq. (2) plus N H * (X 1 )−
where H * (X 2 ) denotes the minimum possible entropy of X 2 . H (X 1 , X 2 ) denotes the maximum possible entropy of (X 1 , X 2 ).
Since N H * (X 1 )+H * (X 2 )−H (X 1 , X 2 ) is always larger than 0, 1 the right-hand side of Eq. (4) is always larger than the right-hand side of Eq. (2), which implies that the necessary number of M when there is no side information at the receiver is larger than that when side information exists.
IV. PROPOSED METHODS FOR JOINTLY SPARSE CORRELATED SIGNALS A. STANDARD QUANTIZER
The quantizer we used is a regular scalar one with reconstruction levels {t m } L m=1 and decision levels {d m } The joint probability density function of bivariate Gaussians is
Then, the equi-probability curve is an ellipse as shown in Fig. 2 . Its expression is
The intersection point of the equi-probability curve and the line s 2 = ρs 1 is (τ, ρτ ≤ τ 2 ) ≈ 1.
1 As X 1 0 = X 2 0 = γ N , the minimum possible entropies of bothX 1 and X 2 are achieved when the frequency of occurrence of 0 is 1 − γ , while the frequency of occurrence of a, a ∈ Q\0, is γ . The maximum entropy of (X 1 , X 2 ) is that the frequency of occurrence of (0, 0) is 1 − γ , while the frequencies of all the rest of the pairs equal to γ (Q−1)(Q−1) . Subsequently, it is easy to prove that H * (X 1 ) + H * (X 2 ) − H (X 1 , X 2 ) > 0. If I j,i = t m , the largest and the least values of I j c ,i are determined, respectively, by
and
Correspondingly, if X j,i = m and m = 0, the value of X j c ,i is in the set
As a result, a table including all the non-zero joint probabilities for X 1,i and X 2,i , i ∈ can be constructed. We present an example in Fig. 3 , when Q = 8. Therefore, the quantization level L is set to 7. Two kinds of quantizers are adopted. Uniform quantizer refers to the case in which the decision levels are uniformly spaced with = d m − d m−1 and t m = (d m+1 +d m )/2. In a Lloyd quantizer [44] , with random initialization and given known codepoints, the algorithm finds the optimal partition into the quantization cells, and then under such a partition it finds the optimal reproduction alphabet for the cells just found. Subsequently, the corresponding average distortion is calculated. This procedure is repeated until the average distortion has changed by a small enough amount since the last iteration.
Observing the joint probabilities table, a bipartite graph could be devised to represent the relations between the values of I 1,i and I 2,i , and also the relations between the values of F[I 1,i ] and F[I 2,i ], i ∈ . For example, according to the left-hand table in Fig. 3 , the bipartite graph is presented in Fig. 4 . In such a graph, vertices represent quantization outputs. In addition, in the bipartite graph, we label its corresponding value after the mapping F for each vertex. Once the joint probability of (I 1,i , I 2,i ) represented by a pair of vertices are non-zero, an edge is depicted between these two vertices. Then, the degree of one vertex represents the number of the quantization intervals S j c ,i could fall into once S j,i falls into the interval indexed by this vertex. The maximum degree of such a bipartite graph is denoted .
B. IMPROVEMENT BY DISTRIBUTED QUANTIZER
It can be seen that using a standard quantizer L always equals Q − 1, which restricts the quantizer design and, further, the quantization accuracy. Using a novel distributed quantizer, the number of quantization levels L can be more than Q − 1. As a result, higher quantization precision can be achieved.
To apply such a distributed quantizer, two rules must be followed. In the following, we illustrate them one by one.
We use L b to denote the number of bins. L b should satisfy
which we name rule 1.
To make the quantized sources pair (
If both rules are followed, the mapping procedure F is that, if I j,i = t m (m ∈ {1, 2, .., L}),
and if I j c ,i = t m ,
We present an example as illustrated by the bipartite graph in Fig. 5 . When ρ is as high as 0.99, equals 3 when both S 1,i and S 2,i , i ∈ , are quantized to L = 14 intervals by a uniform quantizer. For both S 1,i and S 2,i , the number of bins, L b , is set to 7. Obviously, such a combination of L b , L, and follows rule 1 and rule 2. As a result, it ensures all the quantized source pairs are uniquely decodable. For example, if (X 1,i , X 2,i ) are (6, 5), we are capable to identify the unique edge according to the information. Then (I 1,i , I 2,i ) are uniquely decoded as they are represented by the two vertices of this edge. In this way, both S 1 and S 2 use 3 bits per source symbol to achieve much finer results brought about by a quantizer with 14 intervals instead of 7 intervals owing to the distributed quantization. Fig. 6 shows the modifications of the encoder and decoder after the distributed quantization mechanism is included in the proposed system.
C. SOURCES RECONSTRUCTION BY JBP ALGORITHM
At the central node that receives all the measurement vectors, the sources are reconstructed by JBP algorithm. The factor graph representation is shown as Fig. 7 . Each message encodes the marginal distributions of a variable node associated with one of the edges. All the notations are summarized in Table 1 . q t n i j , k j (a) denotes the message sent from the variable node n i j of signal X j to one of its neighboring check constraint nodes, k j , at the tth iteration when the symbol of variable node n i j equals a. Herein, k j ∈ M(n i j ) and M(n i j ) denotes the neighboring check constraint nodes. q t n i j , k j (a) represents the probability that the ith source symbol of signal X j , X j,i equals a given the information obtained from the correlation constraint node cor i and all the neighboring check constraint nodes other than k j in the set M(n i j ). In other words, it is computed by taking the product of the messages received by n i j from all the neighbors other than k j . µ t n i j ,cor i (a) denotes the message sent from the variable node n i j to the corresponding correlation constraint node cor i at the tth iteration. It represents the probability that the symbol of variable node n i j equals a given the information obtained from all the neighboring check constraint nodes.
In the opposite direction of q t
the message sent from the check constraint node k j to the neighboring variable node n i j , which represents the probability that the constraint k j is satisfied if the value of the source symbol X j,i is set to a, given the messages from all the neighboring variable nodes of k j other than n i j . In the opposite direction of µ t n i j ,cor i (a), v t cor i ,n i j (a) denotes the message from the correlation constraint node cor i to the corresponding variable node n i j , which represents the probability that the symbol of n i j is a given the message µ n i j c ,cor i . In mathematical forms, these messages are expressed one by one as follows:
where α n i j , k j is the normalized factor that ensures
where β n i j ,cor i is the normalized factor that ensures
and the expression for
where ∼ n i j represents the neighboring set of k j excluding n i j . In addition, con(M( k j )) denotes the condition that the neighboring variable nodes of k j must satisfy; specifically, 
Prob(c l |b l ), whereb l denotes the lth received bit after crossing the AWGN channel. Then, the prototype of the decoding algorithm is summarized as follows: 1) Initialize the messages q 0
Then, the overall messages from n i j to k j could be represented by the vector form as
3) Initialize t = 1.
Update the mes-
for all edges k j → n i j by the formulas shown as follows (FFT denotes fast Fourier tranform and IFFT inverse FFT): 12) If the iteration counter t reaches the maximum of the number of iterations, the decoding is stopped and the estimated X j , j ∈ {1, 2} are outputs. If the iteration counter t does not reach the maximum number, set t ← t + 1 and go back to Step 4) to continue decoding.
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13) Perform hard decision for all variable nodes n i j and n i j c
When ρ = 0, the factor graph remains the same while messages passing among correlation constraint nodes and variable nodes are different.
The probability of x j,i = a, a = 0 is equal to
. Therefore, we apply the following equation as a substitute of Eq. (9) for updating v t
where µ t n i j ,cor i is updated by Eq. (8) at the tth iteration.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS
We evaluate the performance using the normalized meansquare error of the signal S defined as
The method of calculating NMSE S is similar to that in [21] . Specifically, the numerator is calculated by sample-averaging using Monte Carlo simulations, while the denominator E[ S ] 2 2 is equal to K as the non-zero coefficients of S j are drawn from normal distribution.
We set up our simulation as follows. 1) Randomly generate a pair of K -sparse signals S 1 and S 2 both with signal length N , where the support set S with |S| = K is chosen uniformly over the set {1, 2, . . . , N }. The non-zero components of S 1 and S 2 at the same position are i.i.d. random variables generated from a bivariate Gaussian distribution with correlation coefficient ρ. 2) Randomly generate the sensing matrix 1 with size M × N by Gallager's approach. Note that once it is generated, it is fixed and revealed to the receiver. is obtained.
4)
Repeat the above procedures 5000 times to calculate the average value. In our setting, the measurement rate is defined as α M N , the sparsity rate is denoted γ K N , and the condition of the AWGN channel is measured by the channel signal-to-noise ratio (CSNR) in dB.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: EVALUATION OF PROPOSED SCHEME
Herein, we use standard quantization and CS-BP on finite fields (SQ-CS-BP) to denote the case in which the jointly sparse signals are processed by a standard quantizer separately and recovered separately as well. In other words, the correlated information is totally ignored. SQ-CS-JBP is used to denote the distributed scheme we propose with standard quantizers adopted at the transmitters and JBP applied at the receiver, while DQ-CS-JBP denotes the distributed scheme we propose with distributed quantizers adopted at the transmitters.
To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed distributed scheme on SQ-CS-BP, we ran simulations using several different settings. In our first setting, N = 1000, the measurement rate α = 0.5 and the sparsity rate γ = 0.068. When Q is set to 8 or 16, 3 or 4 bits per source symbol are transmitted. Fig. 8 shows that adopting correlated information between two jointly sparse signals could indeed elicit better end-to-end performance compared to totally separate processing, even if ρ = 0. When ρ = 0.99, a distributed quantizer is applied. Setting Q to 8, the optimal choice is a uniform distributed quantizer with parameters L b = 7, L = 14, and = 3, while the optimal choice is a nonuniform distributed quantizer with L b = 15, L = 22, and = 7 if Q = 16. Note that the NMSE value is significantly larger than the value in the 77382 VOLUME 7, 2019 ρ = 0.9 case when CSNR > 2dB owing to the adoption of the distributed quantizer. Otherwise, as the end-to-end distortion is mainly caused by quantization when CSNR > 2dB and L is restricted to be Q − 1 by a standard quantizer, there should be no large difference in terms of performance when ρ = 0.99 and when ρ = 0.9. If ρ = 0 or 0.9, as the rules introduced in Section IV.B can hardly be satisfied, standard non-uniform quantizers, which always perform better than uniform quantizers with the same quantization levels, are applied. The gap between the line of the proposed scheme and that of SQ-CS-BP would become increasingly larger with increasing ρ. Fig. 8 also shows, with decreasing CSNR, that the SQ-CS-BP curve presents a drastic upward trend, while that of the proposed scheme rises comparatively more slowly and gently. This phenomenon shows that the proposed distributed scheme is more robust to a varied channel than SQ-CS-BP. Moreover, Fig. 9 shows that the NMSE continuously decreases along with growing quantization bits per source symbol. Obviously, the NMSE of SQ-CS-JBP with ρ = 0.9 and ρ = 0 is dramatically smaller than that of SQ-CS-BP, even with a bits per source symbol up to 6. Secondly, Fig. 10 plots NMSE as a function of M using SQ-CS-BP and SQ-CS-JBP when ρ = 0 or 0.9. In this experimental setting, we varied M from 100 to 800, and set γ = 0.068, N = 1000, CSNR = 4 dB, and Q = 16. All of the lines show a dramatic downward trend with increasing M . The SQ-CS-BP curve is always above the SQ-CS-JBP curve whether ρ equals to 0 or 0.9. This implies that, fixing the number of measurements, SQ-CS-JBP could always achieve better performance even if ρ = 0. Finally, while N , γ were fixed, we varied M with step length 100 for each value of CSNR and recorded the minimum number of M required for the frame error rate (FER) of X j being lower than 0.001 under such a CSNR. We used the value obtained in this way to approximate the minimum value of M required for undistorted restoration of signal X j given a certain CSNR. Note that we cannot change M with arbitrary integer steps because of the restriction that Nd v = Md c . Fig. 11 depicts the minimum α that equals M N as a function of CSNR when N = 1000 and γ = 0.068. For example, the third point on the bottom line in the figure means that SQ-CS-JBP requires α to be at least 0.5 to almost noiselessly reconstruct signal X j when CSNR = 2 dB and ρ = 0.9. As shown in the figure, the minimum measurement rate for almost perfect recovery of X j by SQ-CS-JBP is always less than that needed by SQ-CS-BP within the entire range of CSNR even if ρ = 0.
Here, we test which is better: ''first quantization, then compressed sensing'' or the opposite? The framework to be compared is shown in Fig. 12 . At the transmitter, in the opposite order of the proposed framework, the jointly sparse signals are compressed-sensed at first, then quantizers are applied on the measurements, and the quantized measurements are converted to a binary version. Next, parity bits are added to provide protection. Herein, we adopt the LDPC encoder as the channel coding encoder. At the receiver, following the channel decoder and quantization decoder, joint CS recovery mechanisms are executed. Herein, two cutting-edge algorithms that target recovering noisy jointly sparse signals are adopted. One is simultaneous orthogonal VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 12. Framework for comparison.
FIGURE 13
. NMSE as a function of CSNR using SQ-CS-JBP, JSP, and SOMP with total channel bits fixed at 1400 (N = 700 and γ = 0.068).
matching pursuit (SOMP) [27] and the other is joint subspace pursuit (JSP) [28] . In our experiment, we fixed the total bits transmitted through the channel as 1400 and the length of signal N as 700. As observed in Fig. 13 , the performance curve of SOMP when ρ = 0 is very close to that when ρ = 0.9 because the SOMP algorithm takes no account of the influence of ρ, although it indeed exploits the shared structure between different signals. The same phenomenon holds for JSP. Regarding the proposed scheme, along with increasing ρ to 0.9, the performance presents a dramatic promotion in comparison with the case ρ = 0. Setting ρ = 0.9, SQ-CS-JBP achieves the lowest reconstruction error compared with JSP and SOMP throughout the entire range of CSNR. However, such an advantage would not be prominent when ρ = 0. To summarize, although LDPC codes are introduced into the ''first compressive sensing, then quantization'' framework to protect the source bits from channel noise and the scheme is also designed to be distributed, its reconstruction quality can hardly match our framework, especially when ρ is high.
To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed scheme with ascending sparsity rate γ , we simulated both schemes while CSNR is fixed as 3 dB, the total bits through the channel are still 1400, and N is set to 700. As observed from Fig. 14 , the simulation results reveal that the reconstruction error by SQ-CS-JBP is significantly lower than those of JSP and SOMP whether ρ is high or low with increasing γ . FIGURE 14. NMSE as a function of sparsity rate γ using SQ-CS-JBP, JSP, and SOMP (total channel bits = 1400, N= 700, and CSNR = 3 dB).
In particular, SQ-CS-JBP can still maintain high recovery quality even if γ increases to 0.15 when ρ = 0.9. Meanwhile, the JSP and SOMP curves rise to nearly −3 dB under the same sparsity rate γ . By SQ-CS-JBP, although the curve rises with the increase of γ for the case ρ = 0, it is still below the corresponding curves of JSP and SOMP. In other words, SQ-CS-JBP, which extensively exploits correlated information, renders modest performance in coping with high sparsity rates γ even if the correlation coefficient ρ drops to 0.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
DCS problems consider joint recovery of jointly sparse signals by exploiting some shared structure among these signals. In this paper, we targeted a specific case of JSM-2. The signals not only share a common support set, but also exhibit correlation at non-zero positions. Targeting such a pair of jointly sparse signals, we designed a distributed digital transmission framework. Different from existing frameworks of ''first compressed sensing, then quantization'' type, the order of compressed sensing and quantization blocks in the proposed framework is the opposite; that is, after applying a standard quantizer or a distributed quantizer, as appropriate, the signals over finite fields are then compressively sensed by the CS encoder with a sparse LDPC matrix. Then, at the central receiver, a novel JBP algorithm is applied to jointly recover the signals from measurements. We have shown that the proposed scheme provides significant improvement in terms of performance, especially when ρ is high. In the future, we plan to focus on the design of a CS encoding matrix other than the LDPC matrix, so that we can more deeply explore the relations between CS and channel coding as in the work described in [35] . Then, given N , more choices of M could be made.
